
ForDogTrainers.com Adds Dog E-Walk
Premium Trainer and Anti-Pulling Device to
New Line of Products

Easy to use Dog E-walk premium

trainer

/EINPresswire.com/ ForDogTrainers.com has added to its

range of products Anti-pulling device and Dog E-walk

premium trainer that effectively discourage a dog from

pulling on a leash with the help of harmless ultrasound.

The result is an obedient dog that is a real pleasure to

walk.

ForDogTrainers is the leader in selling dog training

equipment online. The company ships to more than 80

countries all over the world. ForDogTrainers.com is

happy to announce that it has expanded its already wide

range of products and now any dog owner or

professional dog trainer can purchase online additional

necessities for daily dog training and walking as well. 

It is no secret that daily dog walks can be so much fun

and still many dog owners can't really say they enjoy this activity. It concerns especially those

people who have large and medium size breeds. It often happens that a dog pulls so hard that it

is difficult to tell who walks whom. Any dog must know who is the owner. Dog E-walk premium

trainer  and Anti-pulling device are ready to solve the problem. Both these devices help to stop

pulling on a leash without causing any harm to a dog and to correct a dog's behavior. Dog E-walk

trainer and Anti-pulling device work simple: they produce ultrasound that is harmless but

irritating enough. The harder a dog pulls the louder the sound. Note! Ultrasound is not perceived

by a human ear, so no one around will notice you use it. These gears effectively discourage a dog

from pulling and tugging on a leash. Eventually, your dog will have strong association that pulling

is bad. Training will be much more effective, you can use E-walk trainer as remote controller.

Note! The signal has an operating distance of around 30 feet. Make sure you are within this

distance. These products were developed and patented in Germany. This country produces

nothing but high quality long-lasting reliable products. 

Briefly about each item and its features.

Dog E-walk premium trainer is designed for dog training and walking. Total control over your pet
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and absolute attention are guaranteed. Its key characteristics are following:

4 levels of intensity

"plus" and "minus" options to control the signal

easy in use

safe for a dog

doesn't attract attention of a passersby

easily attached to leashes and collars

works as a remote trainer

Anti-pulling device will improve quality of daily walking with a pet. It has characteristics of the

kind:

simple in use

a dog immediately reacts to the signal

harmless for a pet

easily fastened to a leash and a collar or a walking harness

adjustable tone level for custom training

One look will let potential users know how effective and handy these devices can be.

Life can be much easier using up-to-date gadgets like the Innovative Dog E-walk premium trainer

and Super Effective anti-pulling device. Affordable for any pocket and easy to use!

Users will find that these tools will solve pulling problems and make dogs more obedient,

allowing them to start enjoying daily walks with their pets.

Note! Fordogtrainers.com also sells various models of dog collars, harnesses, muzzles, leashes

and other dog training equipment. Price and quality of the products will please any dog owner.

ForDogTrainers.com is renowned on-line store that sells dog training and walking equipment.

The range of products includes various kinds of dog harnesses, muzzles, collars, leashes, dog

training bite suits, sleeves, dog bite tugs, bite builders and other dog training equipment. The

staff of the company knows today demand and that is why successfully meets it.
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